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COURSE SUMMARY KNOWLEDGE

SKILLS

EVIDENCE OF ACHIEVEMENT

FURTHER READING & INFO

EXPERIENCES

CURRICULUM & CAREER PROGRESSION

CURRICULUM LINKS: CAREER LINKS:

SUBJECT SPECIFIC: BROADER:


	Text Field 11: Have you ever thought that footballers were as rich as could be? In fact, footballers earn peanuts compared to the people who own the real wealth. Have you ever heard of Warren Buffett? He is around 800 times richer than Ronaldo and has never had to kick a ball in his life. How has he done it? He understands the stock market and using a combination of Mathematics and research has become consistently the richest man alive.
	Text Field 12: Term 1Did you know Mr Walker is a part owner of Tesco? What are shares? How are shares created? Whose company is it?  What's in it for me? Let's lose some money!Term 2Why is being a part owner of Tesco a bad idea? The market place. The Stock Exchange and the FTSE350- Profit and Loss. Potential nasties -case study of Warren Buffett, how did he do it? Let's make some money!Term 3Let's do some Maths! Using fundamental data, the basic ratios, creating charts, tidying up my portfolio!
	Text Field 13: By the end of this course students would be expected to have a working knowledge of the stock market and a basic insight into how to pick shares. Students will be given a fantasy £10,000 which they will be able to invest and they will produce a portfolio tracking these investments.
	Text Field 14: Visits to the LSE Talk by a Trader
	Text Field 15: London Stock ExchangeDummies guide to the Stock marketInvestors ChronicleShares
	Text Field 16: Reading graphs and charts, particularly time series graphs Calculating moving averages in the long and short termIdentifying trendsCalculating percentagesReading live data and attempting to identify sentiment
	Text Field 17: Presentation  & Oracy Problem-solving Critical thinking & evaluation Debate/ Discussion Self-motivation Independence Resiliance Perseverance Global awareness Curiosity Enquiry
	Text Field 18: MathsEconomics BusinessGeographyPsychologyPolitics
	Text Field 19: Business managerFinance journalistStockbrokerDay traderMarket analystPensions advisor
	Subject 1: Stock Market Trading


